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Abstract
Purpose The goal of this study was to refine clinical MRS to optimize performance and then determine whether MRS-derived 
biomarkers reliably identify painful discs, quantify degeneration severity, and forecast surgical outcomes for chronic low 
back pain (CLBP) patients.
Methods We performed an observational diagnostic development and accuracy study. Six hundred and twenty-three (623) 
discs in 139 patients were scanned using MRS, with 275 discs also receiving provocative discography (PD). MRS data were 
used to quantify spectral features related to disc structure (collagen and proteoglycan) and acidity (lactate, alanine, propion-
ate). Ratios of acidity to structure were used to calculate pain potential. MRS-SCOREs were compared to PD and Pfirrmann 
grade. Clinical utility was judged by evaluating surgical success for 75 of the subjects who underwent lumbar surgery.
Results Two hundred and six (206) discs had both a successful MRS and independent pain diagnosis. When comparing to 
PD, MRS had a total accuracy of 85%, sensitivity of 82%, and specificity of 88%. These increased to 93%, 91%, and 93% 
respectively, in non-herniated discs. The MRS structure measures differed significantly between Pfirrmann grades, except 
grade I versus grade II. When all MRS positive discs were treated, surgical success was 97% versus 57% when the treated 
level was MRS negative, or 54% when the non-treated adjacent level was MRS positive.
Conclusion MRS correlates with PD and may support improved surgical outcomes for CLBP patients. Noninvasive MRS is a 
potentially valuable approach to clarifying pain mechanisms and designing CLBP therapies that are customized to the patient.

Graphical abstract These slides can be retrieved under Electronic Supplementary Material.

Key points 

1. Non-invasive, Single-voxel Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy (MRS) can accurately 
distinguish painful from non-painful lumbar intervertebral discs in chronic low back 
pain (CLBP) patients. 

2. Analysis of 206 lumbar discs from 139 CLBP patients reflected 85 % Total Accuracy, 
82 % Sensitivity, and 88 % Specificity overall as compared to a gold-standard 
provocation discography. 

3. For the subset of CLBP patients with non-herniated discs, MRS demonstrated 93 % 
total accuracy with 91 % sensitivity and 93 % specificity.

4. Quantitative MRS measures of disc chemistry distinguished discs of differing 
degeneration grades: Pfirrmann Grade II versus Grade III versus Grade IV.  

5. MRS forecasted outcomes for CLBP patients. Six (n=73) to 12-month (n=62) surgical 
success (>15 points on ODI) rates were very high (>90 percent) for patients treated at 
MRS+ discs, versus low (near 50 %) for treated MRS- discs. 
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Take Home Messages

1. MRS data correlate with discogenic pain status as characterized by the 
reference standard provocation discography.

2. MRS may support improved surgical outcomes for chronic low back 
pain patients. 

3. Non-invasive MRS is a potentially valuable approach to clarifying pain 
mechanisms and designing targeted CLBP therapies that are customized 
to the patient.
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Introduction

There is a pressing need for better diagnostic tools for 
chronic low back pain (CLBP) patients [1]. CLBP is one 
of the world’s leading debilitating conditions and is the 
most common, non-cancer reason for opioid prescription 
in the USA [2–4]. CLBP rates are also rising, particularly 
for those over age 65 [5]. A team of international experts 
recently concluded that there is no accepted clinical stand-
ard for discogenic pain, and consequently, clinicians are 
often unable to identify a nociceptive cause [6–8].

CLBP diagnostic regimens vary, but usually include 
medical history, physical examination, imaging, and diag-
nostic injections. “Discogenic” CLBP (DLBP) diagnosis 
often results from a process of elimination to rule out other 
pathology, as well as MRI evidence of at least one degen-
erated disc as a potential etiology of pain. Provocative 
discography (PD) became the standard in many regions 
for DLBP diagnosis, being the second-most used test in 
DLBP patients behind conventional MRI [9, 10]. More 
recent low-pressure PD techniques appear more reliable, 
but still remain invasive, painful, subjective, risky, costly, 
and widely controversial amidst increasing concerns about 
significant risks [11]. Consequently, PD usage is declining.

Rationale for choosing between non-surgical and sur-
gical care for DLBP patients is not well defined. While 
the benefit of surgery for “mechanical” CLBP (such as 
instability and radicular pain) is supported by a body of 
outcome literature, the appropriate intervention for DLBP 
is less clear. Reported success of surgical care for DLBP 
ranges from 41 to 57% [12] with 5–16% early complication 
and reoperation rates [13].

The high variability in DLBP management clearly 
reflects the absence of an evidence-based process to diag-
nosis and care [14]. As such, there is a significant need for 
a safe and widely adoptable test and classification system 
for painful discs that is objectively quantitative, level-spe-
cific, correlates with clinical symptoms, and anticipates 
treatment outcomes. Unfortunately, a reliable and widely 
accepted diagnostic tool that helps clinicians localize pain-
ful discs in DLBP patients is not available [1].

Because discs are avascular, disc cells function in a 
nutritionally limited environment. Disc cells utilize glyco-
lysis to consume glucose and product lactate. Accumula-
tion of lactic acid lowers disc pH, accelerates degenera-
tion, and was first linked to back pain over 50 years ago 
[15]. Acid sensing ion channels (ASICs) are stimulated by 
ischemia and have been associated with chest pain arising 
from myocardial infarction and bone pain secondary to 
cancer [16, 17]. ASICs are expressed by disc cells, and 
their expression increases with degeneration, suggest-
ing a role for these receptors in DLBP [18]. This notion 

supported by recent data showing neuronal activity of 
dorsal root ganglion neurons is enhanced by low pH [19]. 
Despite the physiological significance of disc lactate as a 
metabolic biomarker, it has not been routinely measurable 
in the clinic setting.

Magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS) is used exten-
sively to characterize in vivo metabolic features within tissue 
in several clinical contexts. Using ex vivo MRS, Keshari and 
colleagues demonstrated that certain disc chemicals, specifi-
cally lactate (LA) and proteoglycan (PG), provide spectro-
scopically quantifiable biomarkers for discogenic pain [20]. 
Recent advances in MRS protocols that augment standard 
MRI exams have now enabled in vivo biomarker quantifi-
cation within patients. The goal of this study was to refine 
MRS protocols to optimize performance and then determine 
whether MRS-derived biomarkers can reliably identify pain-
ful discs, quantify disc degeneration severity, and forecast 
surgical outcomes.

Methods

Lumbar disc MRS study design

A multicenter, observational, MRS clinical development, 
and accuracy study was conducted under IRB approval and 
patient informed consent. The enrolled subjects received 
MRI imaging and PD as part of their standard care for 
CLBP. Custom scanner settings and acquisition protocols 
were developed and confirmed for reliability using commer-
cial Siemens 3T Verio, 3T Skyra, and 1.5T Aera scanner 
models and  SYNGO® SVS spectroscopy pulse sequence. 
The software protocols and diagnostic algorithm were first 
optimized using the PD results as training data. Next, the 
clinical utility of the finalized protocol/algorithm was vali-
dated by correlating preoperative MRS results to longitu-
dinal surgical outcomes. Since the outcomes data were not 
included in either algorithm development or training, and the 
MRS data were not included into patient treatment decisions 
or clinical outcomes assessments, the surgical outcomes cor-
relation provided a non-biased assessment of MRS algo-
rithm clinical utility.

We report here the post-processed MRS results using the 
Siemens 3T Verio acquisitions at a single center (The Ortho-
pedic Center of St Louis, November 2011 to June 2018). 
These data from DLBP patients were used to determine: 
(a) voxel prescription geometry criteria for optimal perfor-
mance; (b) the technical success rate for achieving sufficient 
spectral quality for chemical quantification; and (c) correla-
tions between MRS-based results to (1) diagnostic controls 
for painful (P) and non-painful (NP) discs, (2) diagnostic 
controls for relative degenerative disc disease progression 
between disc levels, and (3) surgical treatment outcomes.
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DLBP patient and lumbar disc population

Patient inclusion/exclusion criteria (Table 1) focused enroll-
ment on patients receiving PD for suspected intra-discal pain 
versus other potential extra-discal pain sources not quan-
tified by the MRS approach. One-hundred and thirty-nine 
DLBP patients were enrolled and examined by MRS, with 
15 noted deviations from the inclusion/exclusion criteria: 
spondylolisthesis and/or spondylolysis (n = 9), scoliosis 
(n = 1), post-fusion (n = 1), leg pain > back pain (n = 4) 
(Table 2). These 15 deviation patients were included in the 
PD/MRS algorithm training portion of the study, but were 
excluded when we correlated MRS to clinical outcomes. 
This is because patients who strictly met the inclusion/exclu-
sion criteria represent the future intended use population.

Disc levels were selected for MRS by physician pref-
erence, typically including discs receiving PD plus other 
levels (≥ 3 MRS levels recommended per patient). A total 
n = 623 discs (4.5 discs/patient average) were evaluated 
via MRS, with n = 275 (44.1%) discs receiving PD. PD 

was performed using physician preferred techniques, with 
positive discogram (PD+) results requiring low-pressure 
provocation (< 50 psi), ≥ grade III annular tear, and a nega-
tive control disc (PD−) [21]. PD was performed after the 
MRS exam, except for two cases where PD was performed 
at least 6 weeks prior to MRS. The NP group included the 
discogram negative (PD−) discs. The P group included the 
PD+ discs, plus other non-PD discs (DX+; n = 24) that 
were physician-diagnosed as painful based on other clini-
cal criteria (e.g., patient-reported symptoms, physical exam 
and neurologic deficits, X-ray, MRI, myelogram, diagnostic 
injections) in patients receiving PD at other levels.

The spectral data were evaluated to determine voxel 
geometry ranges for optimal signal quality and correla-
tions to diagnostic controls. For example, oversized voxels 
can overlap adjacent vertebra to create lipid artifact, while 
small voxels in small discs can have insufficient signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) or also overlap vertebrae. Once optimal 
voxel criteria were determined (described below), discs with 
voxels outside these ranges were excluded from P/NP/MRS 

Table 1  Pain patient inclusion/exclusion criteria

Pain patient inclusion criteria 1. Male and non-pregnant female patients between 18 and 70 years of age
2. Subjects who sign an IRB approved informed consent
3. Meet accepted criteria to be indicated for provocation discography of the lumbar spine consistent with sug-

gested guidelines of Practice Guidelines for Spinal Diagnostic and Treatment Procedures (Wolfer [21])
4. Score ≥ 40% on the ODI
5. VAS score for back pain that is ≥ 4 cm
6. VAS score for leg pain that is:
 a. < 4 cm OR
 b. < 50% of VAS score for back pain

7. Provocative discography has been performed more than 6 weeks, but less than 6 months, prior to scheduled 
MRS exam, or provocative discography will be conducted within 1 month following the MRS exam

Pain patient exclusion criteria 1. Has had prior lumbar back surgery or intra-discal treatments at the index lumbar disc levels (except diagnostic 
provocative or anesthetic discography or epidural steroid injections, sacroiliac injections, or facet joint injec-
tions are not excluded)

2. Women who are currently pregnant (or believe they may be at risk of being or becoming pregnant), or are 
breast feeding, during the study period when scans will be performed

3. Diagnosis, based on radiographic evidence, of clinically relevant lumbar vertebral abnormalities (except modic 
end-plate changes, which are not excluded), including:

 Spondylolisthesis with more than 2 mm of translation, or with pars fracture, at the involved level
 Spondylolysis
 Lumbar scoliosis with a Cobb angle of greater than 15°
 Evidence of prior fracture or trauma to the L1, L2, L3, L4, or L5 levels in either compression or burst
 Lumbar kyphosis

4. Radiologic evidence of lumbar disc herniation comprising extrusion
5. Prior provocative discography showing evidence of grade 5 annular tear with contrast leakage (e.g., per radio-

graphic evidence and/or inability to maintain or increase pressure with increased injection volume)
6. Motor strength deficit in lower extremities
7. Chronic disease (other than degenerative disc disease), chronic pain (other than discogenic low back pain), or 

psychological dysfunction, which may, in the opinion of the Principal Investigator, compromise a subject’s abil-
ity to comply with study procedures, and/or may confound data

8. Applicable exclusionary criteria for standard lumbar MRI exam
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correlations. Remaining disc spectra that failed spectral 
quality success criteria were then also excluded from the 
diagnostic evaluations.

Lumbar disc MRS exam protocol

The custom MRS protocol included a Point-RESolved 
Spectroscopy (PRESS) sequence and Chemical Selective 
Suppression (CHESS) for water suppression. Shortened 
T1-weighted and T2-weighted imaging of sagittal, coronal, 
and axial planes enabled the scanner operator to prescribe 
the single voxel (SVS) to encompass the disc nucleus and 
exclude the vertebral body (Fig. 1). Shimming was per-
formed to optimize water signal before initiating the MRS 
acquisition series of 160–192 frames using 16 step phase 
cycle (1500 ms TR, 32 ms TE). This typically required 
7 min per disc, plus 15-min MR imaging, for 45–60 min 
total scanner time for 3–5 discs. The protocol also included 
additional MR operator techniques to avoid the potential for 
lipid artifact from bone marrow of adjacent vertebra that 

can occasionally occur, for example, due to patient motion 
during the exam.

The MRS data were collected as part of a secondary MRI 
session after routine clinical MRI was already performed as 
indicated by standard of care. MRS was not utilized in the 
surgical decision-making process.

Custom MRS data post‑processing: spectral quality, 
quantitation, classification

Disc MRS data post-processing was performed using an 
investigational NOCISCAN-LS™ software post-processor 
(Nocimed, Inc.; Redwood City, CA). This signal process-
ing optimized SNR and other spectral quality aspects via 
the following steps: optimal channel selection; phase error 
correction; frame editing; frequency shift error correction; 
apodization; coherent averaging; baseline correction; and 
artifact correction or filtering. For example, the frame edit-
ing uniquely addresses the inter-frame variability of sig-
nal quality by excluding frames with relative low quality 
and retaining only relatively higher quality frames (e.g., as 

Table 2  Characteristics of 
patients at baseline

Characteristic MRS cohort
(N = 139)

Surgery cohort

Overall
(N = 84)

MRSmatch
(N = 47)

MRSmiss
(N = 20)

Age, mean (range) 41 (20–65) 41 (21–63) 39.3 (22–61) 44.2 (28–62)
Female, N (%) 44 (32) 26 (31) 12 (25) 7 (35)
Race or ethnic group, N (%)
 Non-Hispanic 138 (99) 83 (99) 46 (98) 20 (100)
 White 123 (88) 76 (90) 41 (87) 18 (90)
 Black 15 (11) 7 (8) 5 (11) 2 (10)

Body-mass index, mean ± SD 30.0 ± 6.3 30.6 ± 5.9 30.7 ± 5.6 29.9 ± 6.3
Smoker, N (%) 49 (35) 27 (32) 13 (28) 8 (40)
Workers’ compensation, N (%) 119 (86) 72 (86) 39 (83) 17 (85)
Oswestry Disability Index, mean ± SD 56.5 ± 11.4 55.5 ± 11.7 58.2 ± 10.9 54.1 ± 12.5

Fig. 1  3-plane voxel prescription in center slices of 3-plane T2-weighted images for L4L5 disc (left: mid-sagittal, center: coronal; right: axial). 
Optimum voxel prescription includes ≥ 1 cc volume and ≤ 4 mm height
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determined by the relative power of the primary water peak 
in the spectral data). This allows for coherent averaging of 
only the spectra with the highest SNR, without eroding those 
peak averages by including lower power acquired data.

Spectral feature quantification including peak value, 
SNR, and area-under-the-curve (AUC) was performed for:

• Carbohydrate/collagen (CA) and PG regions as structural 
integrity markers expected to decrease with disc degen-
eration, and

• Alanine (AL), LA, and propionate (PA) regions as acidic 
pain markers (e.g., from hypoxia, inflammation, and/or 
Propionibacterium acnes infection) expected to increase 
with discogenic pain (Fig. 2).

AL and LA regions were combined (LAAL) as one bio-
marker given adjacent spectral locations. PA was added to 
LAAL as another combined biomarker, with maximum peak 
(ALPAm) and the total summed expression (ALPAs) used 
in the evaluation. In total, six ratios for each disc were cal-
culated with the pain markers in the numerators, and the CA 
and PG structural integrity markers in the denominators, 
using an average of peak and AUC ratio calculations after 
normalizing them to respective saturation thresholds. These 
averaged ratio values were then differentially weighted and 
summed to generate a total MRS-SCORE for each disc 
(0–10 scale), which were then normalized relative to the 
highest total MRS-SCORE in the patient to generate Nor-
malized MRS-SCOREs (0–1 scale; Fig. 3). The saturation 
threshold and weighting factors (Table 3) were empirically 
developed for optimal correlations with PD controls.

Averaged PG spectral measurements (peak, AUC, SNR) 
for each disc were normalized to the highest value in that 
patient to generate a relative “PG-SCORE” as an indicator 
of structural integrity (scale = 0–1).

Surgical outcomes

Eighty-four of the 139 CLBP study patients received lum-
bar spine surgery by a single surgeon (co-author, MG). All 
surgeries were performed at P disc levels (determined by PD 
plus other clinical criteria) independent of MRS-SCOREs. 
Eleven of 84 surgery patients that reached 6-month outcomes 

Fig. 2  Post-processed absorption spectrum (y-axis) versus chemical 
shift (x-axis) for L4L5 disc SVS acquisition, indicating peak regions 
associated with degenerative pain biomarkers quantified by further 
post-processing

Fig. 3  Patient example. Left: 
mid-sagittal T2-weighted MRI 
image of lumbar spine. Right: 
six calculated biomarker ratios 
after normalizing to maximum 
thresholds and applying differ-
ential weighting, and combined 
total and normalized MRS-
SCOREs, for each disc tested
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assessment were excluded from analysis (2 acquisition sig-
nal quality failures, and 9 for clinical enrollment criteria 
deviations: 5 spondylolisthesis, 1 scoliosis, 3 leg pain > back 
pain), leaving n = 73 patients (and n = 62 also reaching 
12-months). Our study protocol included two validated 
instruments for patient-reported outcomes: Oswestry Dis-
ability Index (ODI; 0–100 scale) and Visual Analog Scale 
(VAS; 1–10 scale) for back pain. We chose a 15-point ODI 
improvement as an indicator of surgical success since it is 
the FDA benchmark, it is more stringent than the calculated 
minimum clinically important difference (12.5-points; [22]), 
and it is accepted throughout the spine research literature 
[23–25]. As a secondary success metric, we also used a 
2-point improvement in VAS for back pain.

Data analysis

Statistical analyses for the MRS-SCORE correlations to P and 
NP data were performed using the R programming language 
(R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna Austria). 
Correlative MRS algorithm development was performed on 
only those discs with P/NP data as presumed “true” calls. The 
ability to classify a disc as positive or negative was assessed 
using thresholds of both the Total and Normalized MRS-
SCOREs for that disc. If both scores were below the threshold 
the, disc was classified negative (MRS−), while if either was 
above the threshold, the disc was classified positive (MRS+; 
Table 3; Fig. 4). Thresholds were set using tenfold cross-
validation with a preset indeterminate rate of 17.5%, which 
established an intermediate “MRSmild” range. First, 10% of 
the data was held out, the thresholds that led to the highest 
accuracy were chosen on the remaining 90% of the data, and 
then the status of the held-out discs was predicted using these 

thresholds. This process was repeated 10 times, each time 
holding out a separate 10% of the data, which resulted in every 
disc being predicted in an unbiased manner. This process was 
repeated 100 times to avoid unusual splits of the data, and the 
results were averaged.

PG-SCORES were compared against MRI Pfirrmann 
grade using two-sample t tests. Pfirrmann grade V discs 
were not tested per voxel size limitations.

Association between MRS results and surgical success 
was evaluated using ODI improvement relative to corre-
spondence between the treated level and the MRS classi-
fications for the patient’s discs. “MRSmatch” patients were 
defined as those who had surgery only at discs that were 
MRS+ or MRSmild (in patients without an MRS+ disc). 
“MRSmiss” patients were those who were treated at only 
an MRS− disc or who had an MRS+ disc left untreated. 
We compared the proportions of MRSmatch and MRSmiss 
patients reporting a 15-point ODI improvement (“ODI Suc-
cess”). Because patient allocation into these groups was 
based on an objective MRS algorithm derived from patient 
scans (the vast majority of which were conducted prior to 
receiving discography), there was no opportunity for assign-
ment bias since the patients were enrolled at diagnostic base-
line, prior to any actual surgical planning. These compari-
sons were also made between different surgical treatment 
types.

Results

An optimal voxel geometry range of ≥ 1 cc volume and 
≤ 4 mm height was determined to most reliably achieve 
sufficient signal quality (SNR > 4.3) while also avoiding 

Table 3  Thresholds and factors used in processing MRS data for classification and analysis, including: chemical ratio adjustment factors (satura-
tion normalization thresholds and weighting factors) for calculating MRS-SCOREs; and MRS-SCORE classification range thresholds

Chemical ratios MRS-SCOREs

LAAL/PG LAAL/CA ALPAm/PG ALPAm/CA ALPAs/PG ALPAm/CA MRS-SCORE total MRS-
SCORE 
normalized

Saturation normalization thresholds
 Peak ratios 0.75 2.50 0.75 2.50 1.00 3.00
 AUC ratios 1.00 2.50 1.00 2.50 1.50 3.50

Weighting factors
 Average ratios 4 1 2 1 1 1

MRS-SCORE classifier range thresholds
 MRS−
(A or B criteria must be 

met)

A: < 2.75 B: < 0.47

 MRS+
(C and D criteria must be 

met)

C: > 4.40 D: > 0.55
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sources of spectral artifacts (e.g., poor shim, lipid contami-
nation from adjacent end-plate overlap). Technical exclu-
sion for not meeting these signal quality criteria resulted in 
n = 206 total discs used for MRS-SCORE correlations, and 
n = 172 total discs used for MRS± correlations to P and NP 
discs (after excluding MRSmild results, 16% of the data, as 
indeterminate for such correlations) (Fig. 5; Table 4). Of 
the n = 79 (26.4%) discs excluded for failing these crite-
ria: n = 41 (13.7%) discs had “over-prescribed” voxels that 
could have been performed at smaller dimensions, while 
n = 38 (12.7%) discs had < 1 cc voxel volume in severely 
narrowed discs. Only n = 14 (6.3%) of optimally voxelated 
discs (≥ 1 cc voxel volume and ≤ 4 mm voxel height) were 
excluded for signal quality failures: poor shim; artifact 
believed related to transverse magnetization; and for lipid 
signature from suspected voxel end-plate overlap (e.g., from 
uncorrectable patient motion during the MRS exam, or voxel 
placement error).

MRS‑SCORE versus P/NP controls

The total and normalized MRS-SCOREs for the n = 98 P 
discs were significantly different from the n = 108 NP discs 
(p < 2 × 10−16). The paired distribution of these values (as 
used for MRS+/mild/-range determination) also demon-
strated significantly more separation between the P and NP 
control groups than either value evaluated alone (Fig. 6). 
Both total and normalized MRS-SCOREs were also signifi-
cantly different for the PD+ discs (i.e., without considering 
the DX+ discs) versus the PD− discs (p < 2 × 10−15).

The n = 172 discs classified as MRS± correlated to the P/
NP results with 85% total accuracy, 82% sensitivity, and 88% 
specificity. The cross-validation analyses of MRS± versus P/
NP discs demonstrated an average overall accuracy of 84% 
(range 82–85), with average 81% sensitivity (range 79–82) 
and 87% specificity (range 83–88). The cross-validation 
analyses for only the PD± discs (i.e., removing DX+) dem-
onstrated: average overall accuracy of 83% (range 81–85), 
with average 80% sensitivity (range 76–81) and 86% speci-
ficity (range 83–88).

When only non-herniated discs were considered, the 
MRS± versus P/NP correlations demonstrated 93% total 
accuracy with 91% sensitivity and 93% specificity.

MRS‑SCORE versus surgical treatment outcomes

The preoperative ODI and VAS scores were statisti-
cally equivalent for the MRSmatch and MRSmiss groups 
(58.2 ± 10.9 vs 54.1 ± 12.5 and 7.5 ± 1.5 vs 7.5 ± 1.4 respec-
tively; p > 0.05; Fig. 7). At 6 months, the MRSmatch patients 
reported significantly better ODI (21.3 ± 15.1 vs 33.2 ± 16.0; 
p < 0.005) and VAS (1.7 ± 1.9 vs 3.2 ± 2.7; p < 0.05) scores. 
Similar trends were observed at 12-months, with the MRS-
match showing better improvement than MRSmiss patients 
in ODI (18.3 ± 17.5 vs 31.6 ± 19.3; p < 0.05) and VAS 
(1.7 ± 2.1 vs 3.9 ± 2.9; p < 0.05). Treatment success was 
very high at 94% (44/47) for MRSmatch patients. By con-
trast, treatment success was much lower at 55% (11/20) for 
MRSmiss patients (Table 5). When patients were treated at 
all MRS+ discs, treatment success improved to 97% (35/36); 

Fig. 4  Patient example. Left: 
mid-sagittal T2-weighted MRI 
image of lumbar spine. Center: 
Total MRS-SCORE total values 
for disc levels tested. Right: 
associated post-processed spec-
tra for disc levels tested
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and the one failure missed the 15-point ODI threshold by 
only one point, but met the alternative VAS 2-point crite-
ria for significant pain improvement. By contrast, outcomes 
were much poorer in patients with an untreated MRS+ disc 
(success 54%; 7/13), and patients treated at only MRS− discs 
(success 57%; 4/7). Patients treated at MRSmild discs had 

an 82% (9/11) success rate. Among the 62 patients reaching 
the 12-month follow-up, only 2 improved from failure to 
success, and only 3 reverted from success to failure, relative 
to their 6-month data.

One-level versus 2-level surgeries had similar out-
comes comparisons between patient subgroups (Table 6). 

Fig. 5  Disc (left) and patient 
(right) sample flowcharts for the 
MRS algorithm development 
and clinical outcomes portions 
of the study, respectively. The 
172 discs used in the MRS algo-
rithm development were those 
that had a pain diagnosis, met 
both voxel and signal quality 
criteria, and were outside the 
17.5% statistically indetermi-
nate zone. Patients used in the 
surgical outcomes portion of the 
study met the clinical inclusion 
criteria and had MRS scans that 
met signal quality criteria

Table 4  Disc distributions for 
NP (PD−) and P (PD+, DX+) 
control groups before and after 
applying sequential steps of 
exclusionary criteria along the 
data evaluation

Disc control group Initial discs Post-exclusionary criteria

Voxel geometry Spectral quality MRSmild
(Indeterminate of 
P/NP correlation)

TOTAL 299 220 206 172
 (Excluded) (79) (14) (34)

NP controls (PD−) 151 118 108 94
 (Excluded) (33) (10) (14)

P controls (PD+, DX+) 148 102 98 78
 (Excluded) (46) (4) (20)
  PD+ 124 89 85 68
   (Excluded) (35) (4) (17)
  DX+ 24 13 13 10
   (Excluded) (11) (0) (3)
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One-level MRSmatch surgeries were 95% (35/37) suc-
cessful, with 100% (26/26) success when treating only 
MRS+ discs. In contrast, 1-level MRSmiss surgeries 
(MRS− or MRS + adj) had only 59% (10/17) success. 
When the treated level was MRSmild, the success rate 
was 82% (9/11) and fell again between the high MRS+ and 
lower MRSmiss success rates. While only n = 19 patients 
received 2-level surgery, a similar trend still again showed 

a higher 90% (9/10) success rate for the 2-level MRSmatch 
surgeries versus only 33% (1/3) success for the limited few 
2-level MRSmiss surgeries.

The PG-SCORES were statistically different (p < 0.05; 
Table 7) between Pfirrmann grades, with the exception 
of grade I versus grade II (p = 0.4), indicating that the 
PG-SCORE could serve as a quantitative measure of disc 
degeneration.

Fig. 6  Mean and standard 
deviation distributions of total 
(y-axis) and normalized (x-axis) 
MRS-SCOREs P and NP 
control discs, with overlay illus-
trating separation of combined 
application of the scores, and p 
values for each of the scores

Fig. 7  Postoperative Oswestry Disability Index (ODI) and Visual 
Analog Scale (VAS) pain scores were significantly better when sur-
gery was performed at all MRS+ discs (MRSmatch) versus when 
one or more MRS+ discs were not treated (MRSmiss). a Average 

Oswestry Disability Index (ODI), and b Visual Analog Scale (VAS) 
for patients at baseline, 6 months, and 12 months after surgical treat-
ment. *statistically different at p < 0.05; **at p < 0.005
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Discussion

Discogenic low back pain represents a significantly preva-
lent, and yet challenging diagnostic dilemma that has his-
torically relied for confirmation upon poorly correlative 
imaging studies or invasive and costly procedural interven-
tions. We questioned whether MRS-derived chemistry data 
reliably identify painful discs in DLBP patients. To answer 
this question, we first performed a cross-sectional diagnos-
tic development study to define MRS exam parameters that 
optimize signal quality. Next, using these optimal parameters 
we developed an algorithm that captures spectral features of 
matrix integrity (PG and CA) plus acidity (AL, LA, and PA) 
that correlates with high accuracy to the reference standard 
PD. The resulting MRS application is noninvasive, objec-
tive, and quantifiable, and demonstrates high sensitivity and 
specificity for identifying discs corresponding with positive 
and negative discograms. This accuracy was highest for non-
herniated discs without significant extra-discal pathologies 
as other potential non-discogenic pain sources.

The utility of this MRS diagnostic was evidenced by pro-
spective clinical outcomes correlations, data that were not 
used to train the MRS diagnostic algorithm. Longitudinal 
data demonstrate that patients with surgery at MRS+ discs 
had a much higher success rate (≥ 93%) than when surgery 
was performed at levels with MRS− discs (50%). The even 
lower success rates (< 60%) for surgical patients with MRS+ 
discs that were left untreated also indicate value of the MRS-
SCOREs for diagnosis and treatment planning. These data 
compare very favorably to meta-analyses summarizing rand-
omized clinical trials of surgical care for DLBP, where typi-
cal surgical success rates range from 41 to 57% (which is 

commensurate with the results from MRSmiss surgeries that 
did not follow the MRS-SCORE guidance in our data) [12].

The first reports of IVD MRS showed significant degen-
eration-related changes in spectral features from human 
cadaveric spines [26]. In particular, area ratios of PG to 
choline and choline to CA discriminated discs of differing 
Thompson grade. These degeneration-related MRS changes 
were replicated via enzymatically induced degradation in 
bovine discs [27]. Subsequent ex vivo analyses of surgical 
samples revealed that spectral ratios of PG/CA and PG/LA 
were significantly different between discs judged clinically 
as painful versus non-painful [20]. The first examples of 
in vivo IVD MRS indicated that water/PG peak ratios were 
higher in CLBP patients versus control subjects, and that the 
water/PG peak area ratio was also elevated in PD+ discs as 
compared to PD− discs [28]. However, other metabolites 
that were shown important in prior ex vivo studies (e.g., 
LA, AL, PA) could not be quantified reliably via standard 
in vivo spectroscopy techniques in patients’ lumbar discs 
due to low SNR. To address this, we developed MRS proto-
cols and post-processing software techniques that enhance 
quality of resulting spectra for more reliable feature quantita-
tion (e.g., that were shown in other studies to improve SNR 
by up to 400% beyond that achievable using routine MRS 
approaches). This has allowed robust detection of spectral 
peaks that we determined, per the algorithms developed in 
this study, to contribute to the strong correlation with PD± 
reference data. These MRS protocol and software enhance-
ments facilitated a 94% technical success rate for optimally 
voxelated discs (206/220; Fig. 5), which mainly reflects 
an anatomic limitation for excluding very small discs and 
by limiting the custom MRS application to voxels ≥ 1 cc 

Table 5  Surgical treatment outcomes (All) for patient subgroups defined by relationships between SVS-based MRS-SCORE-derived disc clas-
sifications to treated and non-treated discs

Patient subgroup Patient subgroup definition Treatment sub-
groups

Successes/total Success rate %

ALL All treated subgroups below combined All 59/73 81
1-Level 45/54 83
2-Level 14/19 74

MRS+ Treated discs = all MRS+ discs in patient All 35/36 97
1-Level 26/26 100
2-Level 9/10 90

MRSmild Treated discs = MRSmild discs 1-Level 9/11 82
MRS + adj Treated + non-treated discs = MRS+ discs All 7/13 54

1-Level 6/11 55
2-Level 1/2 50

MRS± Treated discs at 2-levels = MRS+ and MRS− discs 2-Level 4/6 67
MRS− Treated discs = MRS− discs All 4/7 57

1-Level 4/6 67
2-Level 0/1 0
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(typically about a 4 mm minimum disc height limit), or 87% 
of all discs studied (261/299). These data suggest a widely 
adoptable approach with high technical success expected 
for the vast majority of de novo DLBP patients and discs.

We rely on provocative discogram as a reference to set 
thresholds for the MRS-based diagnostic algorithm as it is 
the only available test to establish directly whether or not a 
disc is a pain generator [1]. Yet, there are conflicting data 
regarding PD validity and its correlation with post-opera-
tive outcomes [29]. For example, false-positive responses 
may be due to concordant pain from pressure increases in 
an adjacent sensitive disc [30]. And, while some reports 
show greater symptom improvement when PD is used to 

Table 6  Surgical treatment outcomes (by surgery type) for patient subgroups defined by relationships between SVS-based MRS-SCORE-derived 
disc classifications to treated and non-treated discs

Patient subgroup Patient subgroup definition # Disc levels Successes/total % Success rate

FUSION
 ALL All fusion treated subgroups below combined ALL 34/42 81

1-Level 33/40 83
2-Level 1/2 50

 MRS+ Treated discs = all MRS+ discs in patient ALL 22/23 96
1-Level 21/21 100
2-Level 1/2 50

 MRSmild Treated discs = MRSmild discs 1-Level 5/6 83
 MRS + adj Treated + non-treated discs = MRS+ discs 1-Level 4/8 50
 MRS− Treated discs = MRS− discs 1-Level 3/5 60

TDR
 ALL All TDR treated subgroups below combined ALL 12/14 86

1-Level 10/12 83
2-Level 2/2 100

 MRS+ Treated discs = all MRS+ discs in patient ALL 6/6 100
1-Level 5/5 100
2-Level 1/1 100

 MRSmild Treated discs = MRSmild discs 1-Level 3/4 75
 MRS± Treated discs at 2-levels = MRS+ and MRS− discs 2-Level 1/1 100
 MRS + adj Treated + non-treated discs = MRS+ discs 1-Level 1/2 50
 MRS− Treated discs = MRS− discs 1-Level 1/1 100

FUSION + TDR (2-level only)
 ALL All Fusion + TDR 2-level subgroups below combined 2-Level 10/14 71
 MRS+ Treated discs = all MRS+ discs in patient 2-Level 7/7 100
 MRS + adj Treated + non-treated discs = MRS+ discs 2-Level 1/2 50
 MRS± Treated discs at 2-levels = MRS+ and MRS− discs 2-Level 2/4 50
 MRS− Treated discs = MRS− discs 2-Level 0/1 0

OTHER surgeries
 ALL All other surgeries subgroups below combined ALL 3/3 100

1-Level 2/2 100
2-Level 1/1 100

 MRSmild Treated discs = MRSmild discs 1-Level 1/1 (Spinous Process Distractor) 100
 MRS± Treated discs = all MRS+ discs in patient 2-Level 1/1 (Laminectomy) 100
 MRS + adj Treated + non-treated discs = MRS+ discs 1-Level 1/1 (Spinous Process Distractor) 100

Table 7  Results of t test 
comparisons between 
PG-SCORES for different 
Pfirrmann grade discs (groups 
1 and 2)

P1 Pfirrmann grade I, P2 Pfir-
rmann grade II, P3 Pfirrmann 
grade III

Group 1 Group 2 p value

P1 P2 0.4
P1 P3 < 2e−16
P1 P4 < 2e−16
P2 P3 < 2e−16
P2 P4 < 2e−16
P3 P4 0.008
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guide surgery [31, 32], others do not [33]. In our study, the 
physician protocol generally specified low pressure (typi-
cally ≤ 50 psi above opening pressure), the inclusion of a 
negative control disc, and at least grade III annular tear cri-
teria. This technique has been reported to improve clinical 
utility and decrease the false-positive rate to 6% [21]. Addi-
tionally, some discs in this study that did not receive PD 
were clinically diagnosed as painful, as would be standard in 
a medical practice where PD is not used as a diagnostic tool. 
Another PD concern is that some argue it is harmful, where 
PD contrast agents may kill disc cells [34], and accelerate 
degeneration over the long term [11]. While these PD safety 
concerns do not negatively reflect on the accuracy of the test 
as a diagnostic control, they were our primary motivation 
for developing the new diagnostic test, the clinical utility of 
which is strongly supported by our longitudinal correlation 
with clinical outcomes that we also report.

It is worth noting that this MRS test was developed to 
identify relative differences of pain-related chemicals 
between individual discs, specifically in individuals suffer-
ing from chronic discogenic low back pain. This is opposed 
to making a pain diagnosis at the level of the patient or dis-
tinguishing between patients. Consequently, we trained and 
evaluated the MRS-based algorithm using PD+/PD− data 
from a CLBP cohort as the intended use population, and 
without including non-CLBP or asymptomatic control vol-
unteers. We have reported elsewhere that pain potential is 
related to both the presence of chemical irritants (such as 
those assessed by MRS) plus disc/vertebra damage where 
innervation is elevated and matrix stiffness is reduced [35]. 
Considering these facts, MRS is not meant to be a stand-
alone diagnostic for pain in the absence of some other 
degeneration-related and clinical factors.

A potential limitation to our study is our relatively short 
follow-up at 6 and 12 months. However, this time period 
is sufficient for evaluating the accuracy of the diagnosis, 
whereas outcomes at longer times are more likely related 
to the durability of the chosen surgical treatment. In addi-
tion, while our MRSmiss patients were slightly older (44.2 
vs 39.3; p = 0.047), there were no statistically significant 
differences in other potential confounding factors such as 
race, smoking, BMI, and worker’s compensation status 
(Table 2; p > 0.08) [36–39]. Nonetheless, given our sample 
size is comparable to prior studies reporting pain and dis-
ability following lumbar fusion [40], our data firmly support 
the notion that proper level selection in fusion surgery is 
important, and that limitations in this regard may explain 
discordance between historically improving rates of tech-
nical success (e.g., radiographically confirmed fusion) and 
lack of proportionate gains in patient outcomes [41].

Despite these limitations, we show that MRS-derived 
data accurately distinguish PD+ from PD− discs, especially 
in non-herniated axial DLBP patients. Six- to 12-month 

surgical success rates were very high for patients treated at 
all MRS+ discs (and even MRSmild discs in patients with-
out an MRS+ disc), versus low for patients treated at only 
an MRS− discs or with MRS+ discs left untreated. These 
data motivate the use of MRS as a valuable new approach 
to help doctors, in combination with other available clinical 
information, better diagnose and evaluate treatment options 
toward more successful outcomes.

Future studies are being planned to investigate MRS 
applications in the cervical and thoracic spines, although 
this will likely require still further technical improvements 
as may be necessary to accommodate the challenges associ-
ated with smaller discs along those regions. We also antici-
pate future use of this MRS tool for other purposes, such as 
screening for infection, tracking success of biologic thera-
pies meant for disc repair, and studying biochemical mecha-
nisms of action for such new therapies.

All procedures performed in studies involving human par-
ticipants were in accordance with the ethical standards of the 
institutional and/or national research committee and with 
the 1964 Declaration of Helsinki and its later amendments 
or comparable ethical standards.
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